
Chapter 14: 
Sending away those fans, the nursery rhymes have a feeling of
restoring the rest of their lives. Looking at the backs of fans
who are excited and talking far away, she stretches her neck,
and there is a slight sigh of uneasiness in the restlessness: “I
will have this in the future.” Do you have more fans? Like me,
praise me, I want to come and take photos with me—”
Lu Sicheng glanced at her and said faintly: “If you play the
game seriously, there will be.”
Nursery rhymes: “Oh, that’s it.”
What, in fact, honest brothers are still very good, at least now
know how to warmly encourage words to encourage new ones
-
“If you can’t play well, there will be hundreds of times more
people than you to marry you, yell at you, greet you whether
you are drunk today, and rush to bring your rhythm to the wall.
”
“…………………”
“Good for it.”
“But no one has ever seen you.”
Lu Sicheng pulled the corner of his lips, as if the nursery
rhyme said nonsense: “Because I am strong, e-sports, the dish
is the original sin.”
Nursery rhyme: “…is really a profound education, thank you
for your honest teaching.”
Lu Sicheng: “You’re welcome.”
When they talked, they finally stepped into the commodity
area where they sold their daily necessities. The nursery
rhymes braved a basket and walked in front. When they saw
what they wanted, they went to the basket. Lu Sicheng
followed her and looked like everything was bleak.
Occasionally take a look at something and put it back later.
At this time, the nursery rhymes who walked in front suddenly
stopped and stood in front of a pile of home shoes. She stared
at a pair of furry lambskin shoes for a long time. The shoes
were soft and had two **** on top. Long boots, nursery
rhymes took a double sample and felt very warm. Think about
the zgdx team base is just tile floor, it should be suitable to buy
autumn and winter clothes…
The nursery rhyme put the sample back and began to carefully



select the color -
Is blue or pink good?
In fact, white is also very cute, but white is not dirty.
The nursery rhymes were chosen for a long time. Finally, they
picked up the pink samples and the blue samples and turned to
Lu Sicheng to see: “Cheng Ge, which looks good?”
Lu Sicheng threw a certain plush hat back on the shelf and
turned around and looked at his eyes: “Blue.”
The nursery rhyme nodded and muttered “straight male eyes
are not credible” while putting the blue ones back, taking
samples of pink home shoes, she began to look at the shelves
to find unopened goods for sale… stood in front of the shelves
looking for For a long time, at the end of her eyes, she found a
pair of pink shoes that were piled under the white and blue in
the corners at the top of the shelf. So she didn’t want to raise
her feet and try to try enough. To what she wants -
When she stretched her fingertips, using **** to drag the
corner of the bag that was hard to reach, slowly swallowing
the pink shoes a little bit…
“Hey.”
A large hand was extended from the back of the child, and the
shoes were easily taken down.
The virginity groaned and turned back slightly. At this time,
the man standing behind her could not see the expression on
her face, but put the slippers in her hand in her basket and
sighed at the same time: If you want to finish it all at once,
don’t play acrobatics here, people are hanging on the shelves.”
“Don’t blame me, this last pair of pinks is definitely someone
who hides in the highest shelf and doesn’t want to be
discovered!”
“…”
“Oh, the result was discovered by me, she must be very
angry-”
Lu Sicheng looked at the smiling face that he thought was very
clever, and suddenly remembered something. He paused. This
time, he finally used some surprised voices: “…the
supermarket next to the hotel where the spring finals live,
Have you done the same thing? Well? Put a bucket of water
behind the highest shelf -”
“…………………………”



Looking at the face of the nursery rhyme that smiles instantly,
Lu Sicheng’s feelings sighed complexly: “It’s actually you.”
“…………… What do you mean by this? How do you know?
Ah! You are the one who steals the water thief!”
“What steals the water thief,” Lu Sicheng took over the
shopping basket in the nursery rhyme, and went to the
checkout counter on his way. He grabbed a packet of potato
chips and placed it in the frame. At the same time, he did not
return. Write your name?”
“I will hide first! I will see it first!” Nursery rhymes quickly
followed.
The man who walked in front briefly sneered: “That is also
called Tibet.”
“How not to hide!”
“Have you hidden in the supermarket, are you a child?”
“I am just afraid of being bought by others!”
“…I thought that I was surrounded by a group of dwarfs in the
past two days. I didn’t expect to be a person.”
“What a dwarf zombie besieged, you talk!”
The nursery rhymes stared at the shopkeeper and bought the
same thing as her reading machine. When the latter told her in
a sweet voice, “Hello, a total of 374 yuan,” she turned and
wanted to lick herself from her bag. The wallet, however,
before she pulled the wallet out, Lu Sicheng had pulled out a
card from his pocket and handed it to the salesperson.
The nursery rhyme squinted and said, “I can do it myself…”
“There is also something in me.” Lu Sicheng took the bag of
chips and took the rest. He left the shopping area. The nursery
rhymes followed what he wanted to say. In the end, he only
squeezed out a sentence. Thank you.”
Lu Sicheng looked over at the girl who was embarrassed and
looked embarrassed. She thought about how many years in the
base there was a normal person who would not be stinking and
swearing, “Sincere brother has money and honest brother”,
eyeball fretting , faintly said: “That night, please invite
everyone to eat late at night.”
The nursery rhyme nods like a chicken glutinous rice.
“Private hot pot, one thousand per capita.”
The nursery rhyme nodded and his face changed slightly.
“Cheat you.” Lu Sicheng put a piece of potato chips that had



not been moved in his hand but had already been dismantled in
his hand. “Spicy incense pot can be, add lettuce and potato
chips.”
“…”
In the end, the package of potato chips was accompanied by
the threat of “getting a little **** in my car and pulling you to
fill the sea”. I was eaten by the nursery rhyme.
……
When they returned to the base, they opened the door and saw
the manager Xiaorui squatting on the sofa. The big cake was
in his arms. The former was squinting at the cat with a
satisfied face. He heard the sound of the door open and
stretched his neck, and then he saw the nursery rhyme. Lu
Sicheng walked in and out.
“Is shopping happy?” Xiaorui asked. “The new teammates get
along very well?”
Not far from the assistant chubby issued a clear sneer to show
that he had doubts about Xiaorui.
“Happy.” Lu Sicheng said with no expression. “Like the
kindergarten daughter who is going to the spring tour
tomorrow, go to the supermarket to buy snacks and fill her
small school bag.”
I was taking off my shoes and rummaging through the
shopping bags and looking for the newly bought shoes.
Xiaorui looked at Lu Sicheng and threw the car keys to the
table. When he came to the computer, he couldn’t wait to sit
down and then line up a new game. He was like a qualified
internet addiction teenager… he narrowed his eyes. , holding
the cat and getting together to Lu Sicheng: “No smoking?”
“I don’t understand what you are saying, I don’t smoke.” Lu
Sicheng said lazily and swearing.
At this time, the nursery rhymes stepped on the slippers and
kicked in. Xiaorui reached out and greeted her, then pointed to
the empty position next to Lu Sicheng: “Come, nursery
rhymes, when you go out, I let people put your computer.
Now, you will be sitting here.”
The nursery rhyme looked at the eyes, Xiaorui pointed to the
position in the middle of Lu Sicheng and the team playing
wild, k, the computer from the display to the mouse is brand
new, the keyboard is also using her favorite red axis



mechanical keyboard, just -
“What is this?”
Next to Lu Sicheng, with a pair of fingers, pinched the corner
of the pink lace frame cover on the computer screen with two
fingers.
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Xiaorui: “The pink dress that belongs to the girl, the pig’s
paws are taken away.”
Lu Sicheng: “I am going to lose the golden position in this
spicy eye.”
Xiaorui: “Well, let’s take a try and see if you have any salary
in the month. On that day, you can pay a penny on your salary
card. I call you Grandpa.”
Lu Sicheng: “Take it away.”
Xiaorui: “Don’t take it.”
The nursery rhyme reached out and laced the lace in the lower
right corner of the computer. He also hesitated: “Rigo, this
thing is really blocking the game map.”
Finally, because of the virginity, the terrible thing on the
computer was successfully won… When the nursery rhyme sat
down in front of the computer, Lu Sicheng had already entered
a game. She turned her head and looked at it for a while. I
couldn’t help but turn on the computer. Only then did I find
that the game client of the League of Legends in the computer
and the esports club-specific vpn have already been released.
This kind of vpn has long been heard, because most of the
professional players are in the hanbok for training. So the club
will buy them this professional over-the-wall software -
The speed is much faster than the average person, and it is
relatively stable.
The nursery rhymes, which have been dominated by spicy
chicken vpn all the time, are finally a little excited. With the
sound of clicking on the mouse and tapping the keyboard, Lu
Sicheng’s voice has been ringing from time to time. The
Internet addiction girl who has not touched the computer for
three or four days can’t control herself. Hand, click on the
game client -
When the familiar login interface sounded, she sighed with
satisfaction.
Skilled in entering the account password on the login



interface, this time she felt a bunch of gaze behind her gazing
at her as if to burn her back two holes, the nursery rhyme
turned back and saw the assistant chubby looking at it.
Looking at myself… Nursery rhymes smiled: “Little fat, come
to double row.”
Looking forward to the hope of this sentence, Xiaopeng’s
glory is echoing.
At this time, Lu Sicheng, who stared at his computer screen
suddenly said: “Dwarf, do you know why in addition to the
training time, the zgdx team has never been double-rowed?”
“Who is the dwarf…I don’t know,” said the nursery rhyme.
“Why?”
“You can know right away.” Lu Sicheng said faintly.
The nursery rhymes stared at him for a while, shrugging his
shoulders, and then clicked on the invitation to accept the
game from Xiaopeng, and got on his car…………
- Accurately speaking, it was on his hearse.
A few hours later, Tonglu finally knows what Lu Sicheng’s
meaning is unclear: this chubby is really going to do things.
Throughout the double row, the nursery rhymes have seen his
fancy hero pool (*hero Pool: The type of hero that the player
is good at.) The player who runs the bronze heart in this king
has no hero in his eyes. He can’t use it to assist.
The consequence is that after buying things from the
afternoon, I started to sleep and forget the virginity of the
game. At 10 o’clock in the evening, I successfully completed a
wave of reverse points and swooped myself back from the
“most powerful king” stage to the “extraordinary master”
section.
After playing the last game, in the cries of “the old man wants
to drop a second drill”, the nursery rhyme looked at his victory
from six hundred points to more than four hundred points. He
also laughed and touched the belly. Say: “Hungry, let
something eat?”
She said that she immediately got the consent of the
teammates.
Everyone threw the computer, and they were surrounded by
the table. The nursery rhymes invited the spicy hot pot that Lu
Sicheng pointed out to, and added lettuce and potato chips.
After waiting for a while, the food was delivered, and



everyone chatted while chatting.
The nursery rhyme is new, but for a while, playing in an
indoor game for an afternoon, everyone is familiar, so chatting
with other teammates is not a constraint, chatting and talking
about the nursery rhyme The id comes from -
“Why is it called smiling?” asked wild v. “Because it is
optimistic? Seeing that you have been dragged by chubby for
more than two hundred points has not yet made him unable to
take care of himself. It is really very optimistic.”
“You say?!” Xiaopang bit his mouth and licked the old k.
“Because when I just played the game, I especially liked the
front we team adc players smiling ah ah ah ah,” said the
nursery rhyme, some excitedly put down the chopsticks,
looked forward to the road, “He retired with regrets, I was sad
for a long time, I swear that the id of ‘smile’ will be able to
return to the world stage and be known to the world, so I took
this id!”
“Standard fan behavior.” Lu Sicheng commented, “a more
advanced brain powder.”
“You only have brain residue.”
“Smile is an adc, you are a single player who is busy with his
little fans.”
“Is the player who is not allowed to be in the middle of the
game is adc? I also like you very much, as long as it is
powerful, professional attitude is correct, I like it.” Tong Yu
replied smoothly.
Lu Sicheng gave a slight glimpse, looked up and looked at the
nursery rhyme, and did not speak.
The table fell into a moment of silence, then the man put down
the chopsticks and threw a sentence “satisfied” to stand up and
go back to the front of the computer to sit down… There were
four people on the side of the table with big eyes and small
eyes, and the nursery rhymes whispered: “I was wrong.
What?”
The old cat shook his head and said that he did not know.
Xiaopang shook his head and said that he did not know.
Old k sighed and wanted to say something. At this time, Lu
Sicheng’s slightly indifferent voice was floating from a
distance.
“Dwarf, eat enough to double row.”



The nursery rhyme stunned, and did not respond to this ****
situation, and his face widened.
I saw that the old k finally had a chance to speak. She sighed
at her compared to her thumb. “I just wanted to say that the
young lady was very good at the best, and I admire it.”
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